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SUMMARY 
An investigation of the accuracy of a presently used method for 
predicting the dynsmic lateral os&llatory characteristics of airplanes 
has been made. This study involved the comparison of controls-fixed 
flight-test data from several current fighterytype jet airplanes with 
the calculated values of period s& damping for these airplanes. These 
calculations were made from geometric and mass chsracteristics and aero- 
dynamic derivatives derived from geometric characteristics and wind- 
tunnel data. 
For the afrplanes included in this investigation, it was found that 
the dynsmic lateral oscillatory characteristics could be predicted With 
- 
reasonable accuracy by use of the geometric and mass characteristics and 
static wind-tunnel data. Where discrepancfes did exist between experi- 
mental and calculated data, they were attributable to control motion or 
to parameter inaccuracies in the calculations. It was found that, for 
airplanes involving detiations from the conventional configurations, 
special techniques for obtaining the dynsmk derivatives such as dynamic 
tind-tunnel tests are advisable. 
INTRODUCTION 
a may be applied early in the development and construction of the *lane , 
to minimize time loss and expense. The extension of flight to the higher ', 
altitudes and speeds emerienced in recent years has made it an increas- 
ingly greater problem to produce aircraft that perform within the limits '! : 
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-1 of des~ble-sta~il3%y characteristics, ' so the prediction of 'the8 
-.- 
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The purpose of thfs investigation was to find if a currently used 
method of calculatfon of the lateral os&Llatioti ch&a&eristics of an 
airplane is sufficiently accurate. This study concentrated on the short 
period oscillation, commonly referred to as the "Dutch roll" mode, and 
did not include the investigation of snaking which might appear on same 
aircraft. The calculated values of period and time to damp to half 
amplitude of the lateral oscillations (controls held fixed) were compared 
with experimental flight-test values to see how closely these motions 
could be predicted. Any discrepancies which appeared between calculated 
azld experimental data were examined for possfble causes such as aero- 
elasticity, unknown Mach number or altitude effects, aerodynamic lag, or 
incomplete derivative estimation. 
It was decided to concentrate, in this investigation, on the smaller 
fighter-type airplanes presently flying. At the beginning of the Lnves- 
tigation published data were not complete on most of the -aircraft. 
Therefore, it became necessary to gather flight data from the manufac- 
turers of the individual airplanes. In addition, wind-tunnel, geometric, 
and mass data for the compsrable configuration were requested. The 
flight data used were obtained from tests conducted by the Armed Services, 
by the manufacturer, and by the NACA. The wind-tunnel data with the 
inertia and geometric characteristics were analyzed by a more or less 
standard calculation procedure. 
The methods of calculation and the results of this survey are 
reported herein. 
DESCRIPTION OF AIRPLANES 
Geometric and mass chsracteristics and aerodynamic derivatives for 
each airplane studied are listed in table 1 for two altitudes and one 
Mach number. Two-view silhouettes are presented in figure 1. 
The airplanes studied have jet engines. Airplanes A, D, E, F, and 
H are twin engined, while the rest have single engines. As can be seen 
in figure 1, the nine airplanes exhibit a variety of wing plan forms and 
fuselage shapes. Airplanes A, C, D, and E have straight wfng and tail 
surfaces. The vertical stabilizer of airplane C has a swept-back leading 
edge. Airplane B has straight surfaces except for the horizontal tail, 
which is swept back 35O. Airplanes F, G, and Hhave all surfaces swept 
back approxtitely 35'. Airplane H is a-semitailless design having no 
horizontal tail surfaces and tith vertical surfaces on the wing. Air- 
plane I has an Inverse taper.wing swept back 40' at the midchord line. 
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Its horizon-&l and vertical tail surfaces are swept back 4.0' and 33O, 
respectively. Airplanes A, B, and G have low wings; airplanes C and F 
have low midwings; airplanes D, H, and I have midwings; and airplane E 
has a high midwing. Six of the airplanes (A, C, F, G, H, and I) are 
single-seat fighters; B, D, and E are two-seat night or all-weather 
fighters. 
PRocEDuRE 
Data Compilation 
The flight data available from reports by the Armed Services and 
NACA were not sufficient to conduct an adequate survey. Consequently 
the msnufacturers of each airplane were contacted to obtain the neces- 
ssry information. The manufacturers were requested to furnish flight 
data of the type desired and information on the mass and geometric char- 
acteristics and wind-tunnel tests compsrable to those of the test vehicle. 
The wind-tunnel test results were available in reports (some unpublished) 
from the NACA and other wind-tunnel facilities. The desired flight-test 
information was requested to be in the form of time histories of controls- 
fixed lateral oscillations at several altitudes over a range of speeds. 
These time histories were to furnish, more specifically, the period and 
time to damp to half smplitude of the lateral oscillations. 
The manufacturers furnished flight data together with static uind- 
tunnel data and geometric characteristics for airplanes A, .C, D, E, F, 
and H. Additional flight data were obtained from Armed Services reports 
for airplanes C and D. Wind-tunnel data and geometric characteristics 
were furnished for aLrplanes B, G, and I .by the manufacturers. Flight 
data for airplane B came from Armed Services reports and for airplanes 
G and I from NACA tests. 
Calculations 
Appendix A presents a complete list of the symbols used in the cal- 
culations and the presentation of the data. Figure 2 shows the system 
of axes used for the calculations. The method of calculating the period, 
P, and the time to damp to half amplitude, T1/,, is outlined in detail in 
appendix B. References 1 through 4 were used to estimate the rotary 
stability derivatives, neglecting frequency effects (reference 5). 
Reference 6 was used to estimate the effect of Mach number on the rotiy 
derivatives and the low-speed static stability derivatives. The airplane 
was assumed to be rigid (no aeroelastic effects), and all controls were 
assumed fixed. 
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For additional methods of obtaining the lateral stability deriva- 
tives, see reference 7. 
RESULTS 
. 
Compsrison of the experfmental and predicted values of period and 
time to damp to half amplitude is shown.for each. airplane .in figures 3 
through 11. The flight-test data are.shown as individual points and 
calculated data sre presented as curves. _T_he.EJ.ILt;~~~~des.r.Wge from 
8,000 feet to 35,000 feet. -It-will be noted that some flight-test point 
symbols are filled indicating controls-fixed data. This was done only 
when it was deffnitely known by records or other means that the control 
surfaces were fixed. Since-controls-fixed data had been requested-for 
this investigation, they were assumed controls-fixed (indicated by the 
half-filled symbols) unless definitely known to be otherwise, as proven 
by control position records or'by the method of test. If control move- 
ment was indicated, the symbols are open. 
Most of the flight-test data available from the manufacturers had 
been gathered incidentally to other tests rather than from testing spe- 
cifically for controlsifixed lateral-oscillation characteristics. As a 
result, the data available for sme of the airplanes were rather Fncm- 
plete. 
No effort was made in this investigation to study snaking, a char- 
acteristic indicated by flight records of some of the airplanes at high 
altitudes. If the initial amplitude of the Dutch roll oscillation was 
large enough, the value of T1/2 .could be obtained and would be essen- 
tially independent of the snaking. Otherwise, only the period was 
recorded. 
i 
t  
-L 
DISCUSSIOIV 
Based on the present and previous lateral stabilityninvestigations, 
it appears that ability to predict controls-fixed period: P, and damping, 
l/Q/Z to within about f2C percent is sufficiently accurate to be use- ' 
ful in the design of tactical aircraft. Consequently, thfs figure will 
be used to distinguish between satisfactory snd unsatisfactory results 
in the following presentation; 
Several factors determined this choice. It is doubtful that current 
or future flying-qualities requirements involving lateral-oscillation 
period and darnping can define satisfactory and unsatisfactory behavior 
to any greater accuracy than +20 percent. Experience has indicated 
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(see reference 8, for example) that pilots generally do not discern or 
react to changes in period and dsmpWg of much less than f20 percent. 
Scatter in flight data can be attributed to small variations in speed 
and altitude, recording inaccuracies, and errors or generalizations 
involved in data reduction. It has been found that this scatter can be 
held below f20 percent only in a carefully performed experiment. 
In figures 12 and 13 are plotted the values of measured period snd 
damping (reciprocal of ttie to damp to half amplitude) against the pre- 
dicted values for each of the airplanes. Also shown on these plots are 
the lines of perfect agreement and f20 percent disagreement. Generally, 
it may be seen in figure 12 that the period. could be predicted with 
reasonable accuracy. In figure 13, it may be noted that with the excep- 
tion of airplanes B, E, snd I, the prediction of dRmping was satisfactory. 
The reasons for the poor correlation for these three airplanes will be 
discussed later. 
Airplane A 
It may be seen in figure 3 that for this airplane the correlation 
between experimental and predicted period at 10,000 feet altitude and 
time to damp to half amplitude at 10,000 and 30,000 feet is good. The 
comparison of experimental and predicted period at 30,000 feet altitude, 
however, shows poor agreement. A general increase of the predicted curve 
by 30 percent would bring about good correlation. It is not tiown what 
caused this disparity between the measured and predicted data at 30,000 
feet altitude. Comparison with the data of the other airplanes included 
herein of similar configuration shows that the measured period of air- 
plane A increases by 70 to 80 percent in going from 10,000 to 3O,.ooO feet 
altitude; while the measured values of period for the other airplanes 
increase by only 40 to 50 percent. This fact might cause doubt of the 
accuracy of the measured data except that the measured data available 
appear to be repeatable. There is the possibility that a moving free 
rudder could be the cause of the increase in period. 
AirplaneB 
The data available for airplane B were too sparse to provide a ready 
means of comparison between the predicted and measured values of period 
anddamping. Figures 12 and 13 indicate good agreement among the values 
of period but poor correlation among the dsmping values. It will also be 
noted (see fig. 4) that the damping decreases msrkedly in the low Mach 
number range. 
=--- 
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At the time the calculations were made, wind-tunnel sideslfp data . 
were not available for the complete airplane configuration tested in 
flight. An increase of wing geometric dihedral to 7.0° for airplane B, s 
as compared with 3.6O for the preceding airplane of the series (for whfcb 
low-speed wind-tunnel sidesUp data were-,available), accompanied by a 
reduction in wing thickness, required that corrections be made to dihedral 
effect, Czp. The low-speed values of CnP and.Cyb were taken directly 
from the wind-tunnel data available and all rotsry derivatives were com- 
puted by the methods of appendix B. ,_ 
The high dihedral.effect- of this airplane is the main cause of the 
low damping present -and is partly responsible for the poor correlation 
between the predicted and measured damping. 
Airplane C 
The correlation for the period and the damping is good at the 
lO,OOO-foot altitude (fig. 5). Predicted and experimental values of 
damping do not agree-well'at 30,.000 feet. The measured values show : 
better dsmping than predicted. The scatter in the data is a little 
larger than usual, tihich could cause some of.the discrepancy. 
Airplane D r 
The data available for airplane D udicated good correlation (see 
figs. 6, 12, and 13). The test data for dtibing at'30,WO feet (not 
shown) indicated considerable scatter and were considered unreliable for 
comparfson. Most of the flight-test data were obtained with the stick 
held fixed but with the rudder free. Small oscillations of.the rudder 
which were present could possibly be responsible for the slightly higher 
experimental times to dsmp to half smplitude as compared with pretictcd 
values. The necessity of actually having the rudderlocked during flight 
tests cannot be overstressed since even small oscillations in proper 
phase allowed by cable stretch from.locked controls can change the damp- ' 
ing considerably (see reference 9, for example). 
Airplane E 
The correlation of predicted Andy measured period of airplane E is 
generally satisfactory (figs. 7, 12, and 13). The damping correlation 
is not satisfactory. Figure 7 shows variations fn the e@erimental data 
which accompanied the noted changes in configuration during the 
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flight-test progrsm. This air-plane, as tested, was subject to snaking 
oscillations so that some of-the flight data for damping were unsatis- 
factory for comparison. 
. 
The desirability of obtain- more extensive dynamic wind-tunnel 
data was demonstrated fn the development testing of air-plane E. When 
the early flight tests indicated that the damping was lower than pre- 
dicted, a model was placed in the tunnel by the manufacturer for further 
tests. This model was spindle mounted, permitting it to be oscillated 
in yaw. Tests of this arrangement also gave less damping than predicted 
from static wind-tunnel tests. Wake surveys subsequently made in the 
region of the tail showed that the fuselage was acting as a lifting sur- 
face in yaw, with vortices fromthe fuselage trailing near the tail. 
The high position of the vertical tail, however, placed it only in the . 
upper part of this vortex flow, which is destabilizing, that is, it forti- 
fies the side flow in the direction in which the tail is moving. The 
destabilizing effect of the vortices could be reduced by use of a lower 
vertical tail position, an expensive problem in redesign after an air- 
plane is built. 
The above change in damping would be more properly termed Cnb 
than a chsnge in Cnr (see symbols, appendix A). In that case, the 
total dsmping-in-yaw derivative should include the effects of both 
Cnr and Cnb. In the calculations for airplane E, the results of which 
axe shown in figure 7, Cnr was modified to include the approximate 
effect of CnF\ as indicated in appendix B. This modification increased 
the predicted values of time to dsmp to half amplitude by 38 to 89 per- 
cent. Plotted in figure 7 sre curves of time to damp to hsJ.f amplitude 
with Cnr modified and Cnr unmodified (dashed line) for one altitude 
(8,000 feet). - 
It would appear then that care ti estimating the rotary dsmping Ln 
yaw must be exercised if accurate values are to be computed, especially 
if the statfc wind-tunnel tests indicate the presence of lsrge sidewash 
variations at the vertical tail. 
AirplaneF 
The majority of the flight-test points available for airplane F 
(fig. 8) were at 10,000 feet altitude. These indicate a slightly shorter 
period and slightly longer time to dsmp to half amplitude than the cal- 
culated values. Generally, there is good agreement between predicted 
and measured values of period and damping for the three altitudes shown 
(see figs. 12 and 13). Some of the flight-test points for damping were 
not plotted due to Incomplete or too short time histories available. 
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Airplane G . 
Airplane G shows very good correlation between predicted and meas- 
ured values of period (see fig. 12). Generally, the correlation of ' 
damping is good (fig, 13) with a few points falling outside the f20 per- 
cent boundaries. I-t may be seen in figure 9 that most of these points 
are at the limits of the scatter present. A more complete description 
of the correlation between predicted and measured lateral stability 
characteristics for airplane G may be found in reference 10. 
.._-. 
The six experimental test points available for airplane H (fig. 10) 
indicate fairly good agreement between the predicted and measured values 
of period and dsmping. These few flight-test points, however, are too 
sparse to provide a definite comparlison. * 
Airplane I . 
Reference to figure ll shows, for airplane I, marginal agreement 
between measured and calculated values of period. The prediction of 
time to dsxp to half amplitude is poor; Preaicted values of the period 
are somewhat lower than the flight results over the entire Mach number 
range for the altitudes of 10,000, 20,ooO;ari'd 3U,OOO feet, with a maxi- 
mum disagreement of-20 percent.. The predicted.variation of T112 with 
Mach number is generally in poor agreement with experimental resulta, 
and shows an over-all decrease with.FncreaBing Mach number much greater 
than is shown from flight tests. At 20,000 and 30,000 feet, the agree- 
ment between measured and calculated dsmping is very poor, particularly 
in the low Mach number range tested at each altitude. At 30,000 feet, 
for example, at a Mach number of 0.55, the calculated value of T112 is 
approximately 100 percent greater than the experimental value. Because 
of the unusual configuration of this airplane (swept, inverse-tapered 
wing, and short tail length), it is likely that present methods of com- 
puting the rotary derivatives (Cnpr Cnrr etc.) from static wind-tunnel 
data and geometric characteristics are not applicable. Period and time 
to dsmp to half smplitude were recomputed for the range of Mach numbers 
considered at lO,CRX.feet, neglecting Cnp. The results of these cal- 
culations are presented in figure,ll and show good agreement between 
predicted and experimental dsmplng at the lowcr.Xach numbers, Indicating 
that Cnp may be much smaller in magnitude throughout the lift coeffi: L 
cientrangethanwas computed. Direct measurement of the rotsry deriv- 
atives in curved- and rolling-flow stability tunnels would probably 
. 
2T 
. 
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furnish data more reiiable.for use in CalculatWg the dsr~ing of this 
airplane. 
CONCLUDING RXMARKS 
Where a sufficient (enough to show repeatability) number of good 
flight-test points were available, the correlation of predicted and 
measured lateral-oscillation characteristics was usually satisfactory 
for the smaller fighter-type jet airplanes investigated. In all cases 
studied, the order of magnitude of the dsmping could be predicted. In 
general, the prediction accuracy with regsrd to the dsnqing was much 
greater for well-dsmped airplanes, indicating the error may be a given 
uncertainty rather than a given percentage. 
A configuration with which the designer is familiar, such as one 
having only slight changes from previous airplanes, may have its lateral 
characteristics calculated fairly accurately by this method. However, 
a radical change In a model or a new configuration makes more extensive 
wind-tunnel tests Bighly desirable and in many cases necessary. These 
tests should include at least determination of Cnr and Cnb as well as 
the usual static data. Good. experimental values of the other rotary 
derivatives sre also desirable. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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The stability system of axes used in thiB investigation is defiqed 
as sn orthogonal system having its origin at the center of gravity and 
in which the X axis extends along the flight path, the Z axis is in the 
plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the-X axis, asd the P axis is 
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. See figure 2. 
b 
it7 
2 
L 
M 
N 
'p 
s 
wing spsn, feet 
wing incidence, degrees 
distance of center of pressure of vertical tail aft of the 
Z axis, feet 
DlSSB, SlUgS 
rolling angular velocity about the X axis, radians Per second 
dynamic pressure 
( ) 
&Iv= , 
2 , pounds per square foot 
yawing angular velocity about the Z axis, radians per second 
time, seconds 
distance of center of pressure of vertical tail from X axis, 
positive when center of pressure is above X axis, feet 
rolling moment about X sxis, foot+oumis 
Mach number 
yawing moment abOUt Z EUTiS, fOOt-pounds 
period, second6 
wing srea, squsre feet 
T 1,2 time for amplitude of oscillation to decrease Q *e-half, seconds 
v velocity, feet Per secon& 
W weight, pounds m 
Y lateral force along Y axis, pounds 
.a 
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sngle of attack of fuselage reference line, degrees 
angle of sideslip, radians 
angle between flA.ght path and horizontal, degrees 
angle between reference axfs and princfpal longitudinal axis, 
positive when the reference axis is sIb0v-e the principal &s 
at the nose, degrees 
i+ination of the principal langltudinal axis of the air-plane 
with respect to the flight path, positive when the principal 
axis is above the flight path at the nose, degrees 
relative density factor 
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
sidewash angle, positfve for positive side force, radians 
mgle ofbank, radisns 
angle of yaw, rediens 
lift coefficient 
rolling-moment coefficient 
yawing-moment coefficfent 
lateral4orce coefficient 
0 5 
I2 
Fe 
acz 
a (&.w 
cnP 
acn 
a (??b/2V) 
cYP 
a% 
a (PbbV) 
'2r 
acz 
a(rb/2V) 
Cnr acn 
a(rb/2V) 
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GO 
radius of gyration in roll about principal longitudinal axis, feet 
k 
=0 
radius of gyration in yaw about principal vertical axis, feet 
Kx notiimensional radius of gyration about longitudin+ stability 
axis (JKxo2 cos2 q + Go2 sin2 q ) 
Ic, nondimens$cmal radius of gyration a&out vertical stability 
SX~S </Kz,2 co@ q + Kxo2 sin2 T.) 
%z nondimensional prcduct-of-inertia parameter 
1 @zo2 - Go2) co8 q sin 7j] 
. 
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In making the calculations of this investigation, the tirplane was 
treated as a rigid body snd values of period snd dampingwere found by 
use of the followingthree linearized nondimensional equations oflat- 
era3 motion referred to the stability system of axes: 
. 
Roll 
.I 
--t; ) -(Q2ck+=o '4 
, w 
Sideforce 
-- 
where . 
D :t 
=- 
By use of these equations the stability quartic was obtained. ThLs 
wss solved by synthetic division to obttin values of the period and time 
to dsmpto half ara@itude as follows: 
2Ii =- 
' b 
-o. 693 
w2 = & 
where aandb are the real and imaginaryparts of the complex rods, 
respectively. The data to ascertain the coefficients of these equations 
were supplied ps.rtiaUy by the manufacturers concerned emd partially by 
normal methods of cnmputatian from basic data. The.ueight end mess data 
were obtained from the manufacturers together with values of the static 
lateral stability derivatives (czp, cnp, CyB) whichhed CCEM from 
win&tunnel tests of the model most closely representing the &r-plane 
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upon which flight tests were made. The rotary or dynamic derivatives 
were obtained by NACA methods of calculation (outlined herein) using the 
static derivatives end the airplane geometric chsrscteristfcs as a base. 
The derivatives could be approximated by considering the geometric 
theory alone, but the results of wind-tunnel tests provlde more accurate 
data to use. Recent wfnd-tunnel tests using rotary balances or curved 
or rolling flow have been successful in providing enrpirical data useful 
for specific configurations. 
For these calculations no attempt wss made to include a fuselage 
effect. It is usually considered negligible for conventional aLrplanes. 
Therefore, the ContrLbutious of the wing snd the vertical snd horizontal 
tails to the various derivatives were obtained end then algebra&cally 
added.. Generally, the equations of reference lmodified for Mach number 
effects by the methods of reference 6 were found to give reasonable 
results for the wing contribution. 
Damping in Roll, Czp 
The values of both the wing end horizmtal tail colntributians 
to czp were obtained by the methods of reference 2. The charte pre- 
sented in that reference provided a rapid means of estimation for wide 
rsnges of aspect ratios, taper ratio6, and positive snd negative eweep 
angles. 
The vertfcel tail contribution to Ctp as well as Cnp end Cyp 
was estimated by the equations presented in reference 4 as follows: 
iIIpt = Cypt 
( 
X co8 a -t sin a 
>[ ( 
2 E cos a -i sin a)- -&I 
In thfs equation, ac/a(pb/2V) is termed the "sidewash factor." 
Values of this factor found to apply over a malerate range of angles of 
attack snd for wings with and without sweep and a further discussion may 
be found in reference 3. Generally, it was found that the introduction 
of this sidewash factor served to reduce the verficti t&l contribution 
so that czp for the total airplane couldbe approximatedbythe value 
of c2 for the wing alone. values of 
P 
cy 
fk 
in this and the following 
equations were obtained from wfnd--1 data. 
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Yawing Moment Due to Rolling, Cnp 
15 
The contributicn of the wing to Cnp was determined by the methods 
of reference 1. These values were further corrected for Mach nuriber 
effects by equation (3) of reference 6. The horizontal tail contribution 
wss considered negligible. The vertical tail contribution was determined 
by the following equation from reference 4: 
2. cos a 
b >K 
2 Z co8 a-i sin a. b > -* 1 
Side Force Due toRolling, Cpp 
The side force due to roll of the wing is dependent upon the sweep. 
Straight wings sxe sssumed to have no, or negligible, side force due to 
roll. Swept wings do contribute a value to this derivative, Values for 
the wing were obtained from the methods of references 1 and 6; th6 hori- 
zontal‘tailwss neglected. The following equation of reference 4 w&8 
used to estimate Cyp due to the vertical tail: 
CYPt = c!y& 2 u 
t c0s.a -g sina> -* 1 
In the calculations for several of the airplanes included herein, 
values of cyp and Cb were not calculated or used since they have a 
negligible effect on the period snd dsr.@ng. 
Rolling Moment Due to Y&ng, Czr 
The horizont&L tail was neglected in obttining the yawing dynsmic 
derivatives. The contribution of the wing to Cl, was obttined by means 
of references 1 and 6. The vertical tail contribution was obtained by 
the following formula (reference 11): 
C~,~=42: t--sina 
( > 
. - 
Cy13t 
16 
Dempfn@; in Yaw, Cnr 
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MO Mach number correction was applied to the values of Cur for 
the wing as obtained from reference 1. The vertical tail contribution 
to cn, was obtafned by the following formula (reference Xl): 
As noted in the discussion, the daa@ng of airplane E was found to 
be less than that calculated by use of static wind-tunnel data. Conse- 
quently, for the study of this airplane, the calculated value of Cnr 
for the total airplane, at a given Mach number end CL, was reduced in 
wtude by an smount equal to the difference between Cnrt as calm- 
~~~ aJd Glq as obtained& the wimGhmne1 tests of the spindle+ 
momted model of air@Gie E. The difference between C, rt 
as calcu- 
lated and as measured in the wind t&c&is approximately equal to Cq, 
These modified values of Cnr vere used to obtain the wedieted curves 
of figure 7. 
Side Force Due to Yawing, Cyr 
The wing contributfon to CY~ was obtained by the method of refer- 
ence 1 with no Mach nuniber correction. 
(reference 11) were obtained by: 
Vertical tail values of Cyr 
It should be noted that the success of these calculations in pro- 
ducing gocd values of the rotary derivatives is dependent upon accurate 
static wfnd-tunnel data. 
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